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Abstract: Data integrity is the one of the most important part of information security. Data integrity is 

widely used for denoting the accurateness and reliability of the data for storing in database, data 

warehouse and data trading etc. Blockchain is an essential technology which is used to create 

cryptocurrency like bitcoin. Blockchain has been considered as digital ledger. It has been used to 

record the transaction over various computers. This research paper focus on the enhancement of 

security of existing blockchain system. This paper uses an integrated approach MD5 and 

multiplicative inverse to secure the transaction details.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In modern years, Blockchain technology has achieved the great success. This technology leading for 

several applications is successful not in many areas such as  banking and financial areas but also in 

other important sectors. The application is also used in some other fields where safe transaction can be 

done like internet without control of trustworthy third party[1]. 

The open blockchain technology has some of the most important characteristics like its environment 

and global range, its in-built clearness and individuality from the trust of third parties. The blockchain 

technology at present appears to be the most relevant for document handling, secure record keeping 

and the digital ID management which are mainly governmental activities[2]. Each and every single 

transaction has been made secure and verifiable record blockchain, either an economic transaction, 

business transaction or a transaction involved government procedure. 

Blockchain offer more security to document management which can become easier toopen, more 

transparent and simple. Blockchain consists verified record of each and every transaction[3].In 

Blockchain technology, each transaction is divided into blocks and the blocks are connected to each 

other if any change to occur into already existing block are verified by the blockchain records. If the 

numbers of nodes agreed in favour of transactionsthen it will be allowed and gets a new blocks added 

to the existing block and each block is verified by hash, which used secure hash algorithm[4]. They 

worked like a hash tree method, each block has a  parent but they have multiple childrenand each of 

them contain same hash node. 

A blockchain is a digitized, decentralized public ledger of all cryptocurrency transactions[5]. This 

technique allows market participants to keep track of digital currency transactions without central 

recordkeeping. Each node (a computer connected to the network) gets a copy of the blockchain, which 

is downloaded automatically. All the information which is transferred using the blockchain 

technology is maintained as an evidence. It is known as ledger in cryptocurrency world. Every time  

information is exchanged, it is known as transaction. 

Workgroup is used for theauthentication of every transaction[6].Erstwhile subscribe & confirmed it is 

not possible to make any change. After that a fresh deal is added to blockchain.First of all to start we 

must have the knowledge about theory of keys.  An inimitable character is provided for each bunch of 

cryptographic keys. The keys which are provided to you are either Private Key orPublic Key and in 

some cases both are provided. Theircombination are known asdigital signature. By the use of public 
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key it is possible by others to identify you. Your private key gives you the power of digital signature. 

When other person uses this key, they are able to do different actions on behalf of this digital identity. 

2. EXISTING BLOCKCHAIN 

The increasing use of cloud services, security threats are also increasing and attack methods are 

becoming more diverse[7]. However, there are still few measures and policies to deal with security 

incidents in the cloud environment. Although many solutions have been proposed through research on 

digital forensics for responding to security incidents, but it is still difficult to prove the integrity of 

evidence collection and storage in the cloud environment. To solve these problems, in this paper, we 

proposed a data logging and integrity management system based on blockchain for cloud forensics. 

Furthermore, the performance of the proposed system with existing system blockchain based 

cryptocurrency is compared[8].The blockchain technologies provides  efficiency and security services 

in various sectors like public, private and government. Technically, it provides simple and efficient 

methods of maintaining data that is robust. On the other hand the private sectors attracted more as it 

provides more productivity and low cost and reduce the probability of attack[9].The technologies 

presented in this paper promise to resolve many of these issues in blockchain. 

1. Generate a non-reversible signature for their data. 2. Extend the signature, or publicize it3.Verify 

that the current version of a data asset has not been altered since it was signed.You can use this 

service to ensure that data, configurations and firmware have not been tampered with and to provide 

evidence and proof of legal and regulatory compliance. 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

 
Figure 1. Proposed Model 
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Process Flow of Proposed Work 

1. Blockcain Authentication server should be started first then client should be started. 

2.User could authenticate using a login/password pair. 

 

 

The user interface is a web application. It is providing user ability to access provided storage space.  

Session management is handled on server. Users could authenticate using a login/password pair. A 

private/public key pair or even a smart card is used in such cases[6]. 

3.Session key is created by hashing a random nonce with username using GOST algorithm. The 

session key will be used for all server-side function. 

4. file set watchers 

Step 1: Create watchersList having FileSystemWatcher datatype; 

Step 2: configurations = getConfiguration(config) 

Step 3: repeat untilconf is avalilable inconfigurations) { 

Step 4: watchers..add(new 

FileSystemWatcher(conf))} 

5.Processing Transaction 

Step 1: Take OpCode as integer. 

Step 2: Take OldFileHash as string. 

Step 3: Take NewFileHash string 

Step4: Take TransactionCreationTime as DateTime 

Step 5: Take string signature; 

Step 6: Take string ipaddress 

Step 7: Take string key 

(All variable taken are public) 

6.File Creation : Blockchain transaction file consists following details; 

Name of Sender 

Name of Receiver 

Amount transferred 

Date and time of transaction 

Details of transaction 

7.Making blocks of transactions; we created a new Block b.if it is  valid(within transaction t in tx), 

only then it will be added. otherwise send notifications 

8. Integrity check (search hashes in blockchain) 

Step 1 : hash = searchInBlockchain(FP); 

Step 2 : ifhash is equal to GH 

returntrue; 

Step 3 : else returnfalse; 

Set sender IP address 

9.SetsenderIP(ipaddress) 

Step 1 : hash = searchInBlockchain(FP); 

Step 2 : ifhash is equal to GH  

Step 3. Set IP address of machine 

Step 4 : returntrue; 

10. PerformEncoding(key) 

Step 1 : hash = searchInBlockchain(FP); 

Step 2 : ifhash is equal to GH  

Step 3 . if(getipaddress(file)) 

Step 4 . call encryptfile function(file,key) 

Step 5 : returntrue; 

There have beenbinarymechanisms of complete client system. Such system isexclusively responsible 

for use of  all computing processes. They are ensuring integrity of file storing 

User Server 
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MD5[10] and multiplicative inverse[11] has been integrated to provide the security of traditional 

blockchain model. 

Algorithm for integrated md5 based Inverse functionEncryption 

Step1. Get string S & append padding Bits. 

Step2. Append Length L 

Step3. Initialize MD Buffer MDB. 

Step4. Process Message in 16-Word Blocks WB. 

Step5. Take  shift,i,n as integer & Take str,str1,str2 as string 

Step 6 Set  str=WB , str1="" 

Step 7 Set str to Lower Case 

Step 8 Set n=length of str 

Step 9 Get array in ch1 [] from str.toCharArray() 

Step 10 Take ch3, ch4 as character 

Step 11 shift=shf 

Step 12 set i=0 

Step 13 repeat until i<n 

a. if(Character.isLetter(ch1[i])) 

i.      ch3=(char)(((int)ch1[i]*shift-97)%26+97) 

b. str1=str1+ch3 

c. otherwise if(ch1[i]==' ') 

                                               i.      str1=str1+ch1 [i]; 

Step 14 Output value is str1 

Step: Start 

 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Here server module to enable block chain communication has been setup. It would allow transactions. 

On other side there would be a client program that would perform blockchain transaction when server 

allows transactions. Both interfaces are graphical user interface and have been developed in Netbeans. 

The administrator needs to specify port number anddestination file path for blockchain file along with 

security code. The user needs to specify same port & security code along with IP address of block 

chain authentication server in order to perform transaction. During transaction information in 

blockchain would be encrypted using integrated multiplicative inverse based MD5 encryption 

mechanism. 

 

5.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The implementation results and comparative analysis of traditional and proposed work has been 

represented here. In the given table no.1 below, the existing blockchain having six security method 

but proposed system having three additional security methods namely MD5, Multiplicative Inverse 

and IP Tracking. With addition to about three security methods to existing one, the probability of 

attacks decreased, hence it provide more security. 

 

Comparative analysis of traditional & proposed blockchain system 

The following table is representing security feature comparison in case of traditional & proposed 

blockchain model. Here security at various layers along with cryptographic mechanisms has been 

discussed. 
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Table 1 Comparison Chart of traditional and proposed technique 

 

From above table it has been clear that proposed work is providing more security as compared to 

traditional work. 

 

Work Probability of attacks 

Traditional BlockChain 0.015 

Proposed BlockChain 0.01 

 

Table 2 Probability of attack in traditional and proposed technique 

 
Figure2.Comparison of probability of attack in traditional & proposed blockchain 
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6. CONCLUSION 
The proposed work is better and more secure as compared to traditional blockchain system. The 

traditional blockchain system does not have IP address recording mechanism. Moreover it is unable to 

secure content in case of several attacks. The proposed work has used IP verification along with 

integration of MD5 & multiplicative inverse to blockchain mechanism. This has definitely increased 

security of proposed model. Thus proposed model is more secure & authentic as compared to 

traditional system. 

 

7. SCOPE OF PROPOSED WORK 

As proposed IP setting & encoding/decoding using key mechanism has been used. Reliability of 

blockchain has been increased. IP address record has been maintained so that blockchain based 

system should be legalized by governments. Cryptocurrency are restricted in countries as there is no 

record of who has send money to whom. Proposed work would keep IP address record so that system 

would be more authentic. Moreover during transaction activities, key would encode files in order to 

provide security. Same key would be used to decode files. This mechanism would introduce more 

security to blockchain based transaction. 
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